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Abstract. We present the theory of laser speckle imaging improved with intensity fluctuation modulation, where the dynamic speckle pattern can be isolated from its stationary counterpart. A series of in vivo experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in achieving microangiography and monitoring vascular self-recovering process. All results show the convincing performance of our imaging method in both structural and functional imaging of blood flow, which may have potential applications in biological research and disease diagnosis.
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1 Introduction

Achieving the visualization and functional measurement of blood microcirculation under normal and diseased conditions is critical for scientific research and clinical diagnosis, such as evaluation of drug action, partial blood perfusion of ischemic territories, characterization of atherosclerotic plaques, etc. A number of noninvasive imaging techniques have been developed. Magnetic resonance imaging can achieve visualization of blood flow and is widely used in clinical diagnosis, but it is limited in its temporal and spatial resolution. Laser Doppler velocimeter can obtain blood flow velocity images with high spatial resolution, but its temporal resolution is low due to its point-by-point scanning manner. Optical microangiography is used to monitor the changes of cerebral blood flow after traumatic brain injury with a higher spatial resolution and sensitivity. However, it usually lacks the anti-interference ability.

Different from the above optical techniques, laser speckle imaging (LSI) can be used for obtaining a full-field image of blood flow, with which some drawbacks of other imaging techniques can be avoided. The first LSI works based on spatial laser speckle contrast analysis (sLSCA), where the imaging parameter, speckle contrast, which is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation of the intensity to the mean intensity of the speckle pattern, is inverse to the velocity of scatterers. Then, temporal LSCA (tLSCA) was developed to increase the spatial resolution. There are also some other improvements introduced further into LSI. For instance, instead of using a conventional laser source, sinusoidal intensity pattern of light was applied to the tLSCA to promote the accuracy of speckle contrast. Line beam scanning illumination was used to increase the sampling depth of blood flow imaging. Because of the limited spatial resolution and sensitivity, however, the conventional LSI based on sLSCA or tLSCA cannot achieve microangiography.

Recently, we proposed a new LSI method based on intensity fluctuation modulation (IFM). (For simplicity, we abbreviate the name of this imaging method as LSI-IFM.) With this method, we obtained a full-field and high-resolution image. Here the imaging parameter is modulation depth (MD) defined as the ratio of the dynamic speckle to the stationary speckle. It is mainly decided by the concentration of the scatterers and, therefore, closely related to Brownian motion of scatterers rather than their directional motion as in the case of the conventional LSI. The function of IFM is to isolate the dynamic speckle pattern from its stationary counterpart by an appropriate filter processing. Obviously, our imaging mechanism is new. In this paper, we demonstrate that with this technique, we can obtain microangiography and realize monitoring the vascular self-recovering process.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we present the theoretical description of the IFM method and the experimental setup. In Sec. 3, we demonstrate the validation of the IFM method for microangiography by the phantom experiments. Then, we show the ideal performance of our imaging method in an in vivo experiment on the blood microcirculation of a rabbit ear and display its ability in monitoring vascular self-recovering process of the ear. Section 4 is our conclusion.

2 Theory and Material

2.1 Theory

In this section, we describe our imaging method. The laser speckle phenomenon is random. The acquired signal \( I_p(t) \) is the sum of intensities of different frequency components and can be described as...
where $I_0$ is the intensity of the stationary speckle pattern corresponding to the nonmoving scatterers and $f_i$ is the modulated frequency. The term $\sum_{i=1}^{n} I_i \cos(2\pi f_i t)$ represents the signal of the dynamic speckle pattern generated by the moving scatterers and, obviously, fluctuates in time evolution. $\Pi$ is the boxcar function defined as $\Pi_{\Pi}[t-t_0] = H[t-t_0+T/2]-H[t-t_0-T/2]$ (Ref. 9) and describes the acquisition process, where $t_0$ is the time point and $T$ is the total acquisition time. To separate the stationary and dynamic speckles, we apply Fourier transform (FT) to the acquired signal. For each pixel, the frequency spectrum can be described as

$$FT_{t-u}[I_p(t)] = I_s[u] + i_d[u \pm f_i],$$

where $I_s[u] = I_0 \sin c(Tu)$ is related to the stationary speckle pattern in the range centered at zero frequency, and $I_d[u \pm f_i] = \sum_{i=1}^{n} I_i \sin c[T(u \pm f_i)]$ is related to the dynamic speckle pattern in the higher-frequency range. One of the two speckle pattern signals can be obtained by filtering out the other. By applying inverse FT to them, we obtain their time-domain expressions.

$$I_s = iFT_{u-1}[I_s(u)], \quad I_d = iFT_{u-1}[I_d(u \pm f_i)].$$

By the MD definition, the imaging parameter can be expressed as

$$M(x,y) = \langle I_d(x,y) \rangle / \langle I_s(x,y) \rangle,$$

where $\langle \rangle$ means the temporal average. In the practical condition, due to the system noise, the artificial sharking interference, for example, the stationary speckle intensity may fluctuate slightly and the relative noise is in the low-frequency range. This noise affects the image quality severely. By using the IFM method to filter the signals in a proper range centered at the zero frequency, the system noise can be effectively suppressed. In this way, the desired flow information can be extracted from the background with high SNR.

### 2.2 System Setup

The schematic of our system is shown in Fig. 1. An expanded and collimated He-Ne laser beam ($\lambda = 650$ nm, 85 mw) illuminated the tissue at a 90 deg incidence through a beam splitter. The remitted speckle pattern was recorded by an 8-bit CMOS camera (acA2000-340 km, Basler) with a resolution of 1800 x 1080 pixel (width x height). A custom microscope was attached to the camera to ensure that each speckle size was appropriate to an area of 1 pixel, which was $5.5 \mu m \times 5.5 \mu m$. Crossed polarizers were set to eliminate spurious contributions from reflections. For each acquisition, sequential 1024 frames were obtained to ensure the accuracy of imaging. The exposure time of 200 $\mu s$ and acquisition speed of 300 fps were used in the experiment, respectively. The whole imaging apparatus was fixed on a vibration-isolator optical platform.

### 3 Experiment and Analysis

In this section, we present some phantom experimental results to illustrate our imaging method. The first experiment was made to show the IFM function of separating the dynamic speckle signal from the stationary one. A porcelain plate, which acted as the sample to be imaged, was pushed by a stepping motor with velocities of 0 and 5 mm/s. A camera acquired the speckle signal generated by the scattering from the rough surface of the plate. When the plate is nonmoving, the dynamic speckle can almost be ignored; the raw signal corresponds only to the stationary speckle, which includes, of course, the contribution of the system noise [Fig. 2(a)]. If the plate moves, the raw acquisition contains both stationary and dynamic speckle components [Fig. 2(d)]. The averaged intensities of the raw signal under the two conditions are 108.257 and 123.854, and their ratio is 1.14. After the IFM operation, the dynamic speckle signals related to the nonmoving [Fig. 2(b)] and the moving plates [Fig. 2(e)] are extracted, respectively. The averaged intensity of the nonmoving plate is 0.786, approximately toward zero, meaning that the stationary speckle has been effectively filtered out and the averaged intensity of the moving plate is 7.422. The ratio of them after IFM operation reaches 9.44, much higher than that of the raw signal. The results verify that high-frequency dynamic speckle signals is indeed extracted by the IFM method. The averaged values of the stationary speckle signals are 108.257 for the nonmoving plate [Fig. 2(c)] and 123.854 for the moving plate [Fig. 2(f)]. The ratio of MDs is 8.23, which is much higher than the ratio of the raw signal. This indicates indirectly that the imaging with high SNR can be achieved.

The second experiment was made on the velocity-dependent to illustrate our imaging theory further. In the experiment, the artificial flow phantom, 1% intralipid solution, was used to simulate the blood flow. The solution was pushed into a polyethylene tube ($\Phi = 1$ mm) by a single-channel syringe pump with the flow velocity varying from 0 to 7 mm/s. Figure 3 shows the dependence of MD for LSI-IFM and, as comparison, speckle contrast for tLSCA on the flow velocity. Here the MD curve does not vary dramatically as the function of the velocity, but the contrast curve does as has already been known.14 It means that our imaging method does not take the directional motion of scatterers as the physical basis of its imaging parameter. In fact, the scatterers in the flow make the Brownian motion overlapped with the directional motion. For the LSI-IFM, what is imaged reflects the information of the speckle concentration fluctuation, which is closely related to Brownian motion, and for LSCA, it is the blurring degree that is mainly decided by the directional velocity. Therefore, the imaging mechanisms of
the two methods are totally different. It is because MD responds to the flow of high velocity in a big vessel similarly as it responds to the flow of low velocity in a thin vessel, so that microvessels can be imaged if big vessels can.

To demonstrate the performance of our imaging method, we imaged the two-dimensional blood flow of the pinna of a three-month-old rabbit with its hair shaved. The rabbit was narcotized by 10% chloral hydrate (0.2 mL) and fixed on the optical platform to minimize its movement. The area of the whole image is $42 \text{ mm} \times 29 \text{ mm}$ (Fig. 4), which was composed of 40 small images. In this figure, abundant microvessels and capillaries are resolved with high clarity.

To see the blood vessels distribution in detail, we present an enlarged view of the area indicated by the dashed-line rectangle in Fig. 4 [Fig. 5(a)], where the microvessels up to the six branches indicated by six arrows and a capillary indicated by the circle can be identified. The contrast ratios of the six branches and capillary are shown in Fig. 5(b), and the corresponding diameters of them are shown in Fig. 5(c). The contrast ratio varies slightly between 2 and 3, which quantitatively verifies the fact that big vessels and thin capillaries can be imaged with almost same clarity. The following discussion is devoted to the determination of the spatial resolution of our method based on the theory of Ref. 15.

Figure 5(d) presents the MD curve for the data selected from the dashed line indicated in Fig. 5(a), where the microvessel indicated by the arrow, which also corresponds to the peak in Fig. 5(d), belongs to the third branch. The spatial resolution can be given by $B_1B_2 − A_1A_2 \approx 16 \mu \text{m}$,

Figure 4 Full-field flow image of in vivo rabbit ear with LSI-IFM. The imaged area is $29 \text{ mm} \times 42 \text{ mm}$ and scale bar is 3 mm.
where $\bar{A}_1A_2$ and $\bar{B}_1B_2$ are the widths at the half and quarter height of the peak, respectively. The spatial resolution of the system is relatively high.

The experimental results above confirm the remarkable capability of our imaging method in imaging and resolving microvessels and capillaries. We expect it has practical applications in scientific research and clinical diagnosis. Here is an example to show its application in monitoring vascular self-recovering. This experiment was performed on a C57BL/6 male mouse (14 g), about one month old. The mouse was anesthetized by 4% chloral hydrate (0.1 mL) and the imaged ear was depilated with a hair remover lotion. Figure 6 shows the blood flow and its surroundings before and after traumatic injury, where the area indicated by the arrow is the place of traumatic injury. The blood flow image before injury [Fig. 6(a)], where the LSI-IFM capability delineating the dynamic blood flow down to capillary-level resolution can be seen, is used as a control image for later comparison. Thirty minutes after injury [Fig. 6(b)], the
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**Fig. 5** (a) Enlarged flow image with LSI-IFM indicated by the dashline rectangle in Fig. 4; (b) contrast ratio and (c) diameter of six branches of microvessels and capillary indicated by arrows and circle in (a), respectively. (d) MD curve along the dash line in (a), where $A_1A_2$ and $B_1B_2$ are the widths at the half and quarter height of the peak, respectively. The imaged area is 8.5 mm x 24 mm and the scale bar is 1 mm.
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**Fig. 6** LSI-IFM full-field flow image of mouse ear (a) before and (b)–(e) after traumatic injury at different times. The sites of injury are pointed by arrows. The image size in (a)–(e) is 5 mm x 10 mm and the scale bar is 1 mm.

where $A_1A_2$ and $B_1B_2$ are the widths at the half and quarter height of the peak, respectively. The spatial resolution of the system is relatively high.

The experimental results above confirm the remarkable capability of our imaging method in imaging and resolving microvessels and capillaries. We expect it has practical applications in scientific research and clinical diagnosis. Here is an example to show its application in monitoring vascular self-recovering. This experiment was performed on a C57BL/6 male mouse (14 g), about one month old. The mouse was anesthetized by 4% chloral hydrate (0.1 mL) and the imaged ear was depilated with a hair remover lotion. Figure 6 shows the blood flow and its surroundings before and after traumatic injury, where the area indicated by the arrow is the place of traumatic injury. The blood flow image before injury [Fig. 6(a)], where the LSI-IFM capability delineating the dynamic blood flow down to capillary-level resolution can be seen, is used as a control image for later comparison. Thirty minutes after injury [Fig. 6(b)], the
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**Fig. 7** False color images (a), (b), and (c) corresponding to the injured regions of Figs. 6(a), 6(c), and 6(e), respectively. The imaged area of (a)–(c) is 1.8 mm x 1.8 mm.
blood flow in both microvessels and capillaries cannot be distinguished from its surrounding due to the fact that the clotted blood in the injured area stops not only the directional blood flow but also the Brownian motion of the scatterers as well as the penetration of the light. Compared with the control image, the injured tissue will edema; thus the MD value is different from that of the normal tissue. In the later period [Figs. 6(c) and 6(e)], the swelling and clotted blood are absorbed and the wounded flow heals gradually, so the blood flows can be seen again. We note here that the self-recovering process of the wounded blood vessels proceeds very slowly. For instance, seven days after injury, some capillaries can still not be seen, maybe they cannot be seen forever due to pathologic reasons. Figure 7 presents the enlarged view of the injured area where the repair process of the wounded capillaries can be seen in detail.

Hemorrhagic stroke is a fatal disease that usually results from the rupture of a blood vessel or an abnormal vascular structure. Computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging scans are the traditional methods used for this disease diagnosis. However, it is not available for using them in imaging the hemorrhagic region in real time. LSI-IFM may be suitable for detecting the hemorrhagic stroke and monitoring the dynamic changes of blood flow, the self-recovering process of brain tissue and vasculature in head-related treatments.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we presented the theory of our LSI improved with IFM where the dynamic and stationary speckles can be separated effectively. We illustrated experimentally our imaging mechanism and demonstrated its abilities in achieving microangiography and monitoring vascular self-recovering process, respectively. All results confirm the convincing performance of our imaging method in both structural and functional imaging of blood flow. It may have potential applications in biological research and the diagnosis of diseases related to hemorrhagic stroke, malignant melanoma, and so on.
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